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GA4 is Coming
Why

● Google Analytics  announced that the current version of Google Analytics will stop collecting and 
processing data.

● This current version is officially called “Universal Analytics”.
○ Recently it’s been called GA3 simply because the next generation is GA4.

● In Summer 2023, GA4 will be the only version of Google Analytics. 



Timing & Media Impact
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GA4 Timing
When

● Google Analytics will stop collecting and processing data on June 30th, 2023.  

○ All standard (free) Universal Analytics properties will stop processing new hits on July 1, 2023. 

○ 360 (paid) Universal Analytics properties will stop processing new hits on October 1, 2023.

● This deadline is a little over a year away... 

○ However it is still critical to start migrating to GA4 immediately.



Benefits of GA4 Migration Urgency
When

● The deadline is coming, so it is better to learn sooner rather than later.  
○ Both Universal Analytics and GA4 can run at the same time.

● GA4 is a completely new data model and reporting platform. 
○ Therefore it will take some getting used to.

● If year-over-year comparisons are important, data needs to be implemented now. 
○ If we need July 2022 data beginning in July 2023, we will only be able to use GA4… 

■ Otherwise, we will be comparing two different data models across two different interfaces. 

● GA4 has a lookback window of 14 months.  
○ Future you/us will want data that goes back as far as possible.



Impacts on Media
When

● Many Code3 clients have connected Google Analytics to their Google Ads accounts.

● Google Analytics conversion data is then passed to Google Ads and is used for optimization purposes.

● If a brand  does NOT upgrade to GA4, conversion data will STOP showing up in Summer 2023, meaning 
Google campaigns will have nothing to optimize around.
○ This can impact search, display and YouTube campaigns.

● Switching to GA4 now will allow for testing of the new platform while there’s still time to correct them and 
still use the old/current version as a fall back option if errors continue to be encountered.

● Code3 recommends switching to GA4 as the web-analytics data source well before the Summer 2023 
deadline.



Background
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Brief History of Google Analytics
Background

● Universal Analytics has been around for about 10 years, and it is the gold standard for web analytics. 

● Previous versions date back 5 years earlier, and even further when it was originally founded as Urchin 
(prior to Google’s acquisition).

● The internet and user needs have changed dramatically in the past 15+ years, while Google Analytics has 
remained the same.  

● GA4 is Google’s attempt to look at the current state of the web, the future state of the web, and overall data 
privacy needs to create a more future-proof data platform.



Brief History of Google Analytics
Background

Google Analytics is based on a rigid, fixed hierarchical structure. Certain dimensions & 
metrics can only exist within others.
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Brief History of Google Analytics
Background

● This hierarchical structure worked well when pieces of content were only nested within a pageview. 
○ Sessions were nested within a User.  

■ Pageviews were nested within a Session.  
● Events & Transactions were nested within a Pageview. 

● Interactions were restricted into “Event Category”, “Event Action”, and “Event Label”.  
○ These quickly became outdated categories, but it was deeply entrenched in the larger data model.
○ We were stuck with naming actions “Click” simply because it’s a better option than “(not set)”. 



Brief History of Google Analytics
Background

● GA4 first appeared as “App + Web” properties a few years ago.  
○ This was Google’s attempt to take mobile app tracking and apply it to the web.

● It was a bit clunky as the solution fit the problem of only a small percentage of brands.

● Google Analytics took this foundation and reworked it into a completely new data model.

● This is a brand new perspective on data collection, processing, user experience, and reporting.



Transitioning to GA4
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Setup Assistant
Transitioning to GA4

● Each existing Universal Analytics Property includes a link 
for “GA4 Setup Assistant”.

● This makes it quick and easy to begin the new Data 
Stream.  

○ This feature is a double-edged sword. It’s just as 
easy to do something wrong and collect bad data.



Setup Configuration
Transitioning to GA4

And that’s the end of the easy part.

Once the Data Stream is set up, there are several 
configuration options that will be unique to each brand 
and individual tracking needs.

Collection
● Customizations in how you collect & process data.
● Enhanced Measurement automatically tracks key element 

interactions & should be enabled.

Property Settings
● Currently only Google Signals is possible. We recommend 

enabling this to better measure cross-device performance.
Linking

● Import data from other Google properties to further 
enhance pre-click data.



Setup Configuration (cont)
Transitioning to GA4

Audiences
● Previously known as “Segments” in Universal Analytics.

Conversions
● Previously known as “Goals” in Universal Analytics. 
● Conversions are on-off toggles and not customized 

fields. 
○ They can be based on Enhanced Measurement 

events or customized events.
● Ecommerce is managed here.

User Management
● Add and customize who can access data.

New features and options will be added as Google Analytics 4 progresses. 
Check for updates at analytics.googleblog.com

http://analytics.googleblog.com


Further Configuration
Transitioning to GA4

There are more specific configuration options available as well:
● Configure your domains: if multiple domains or subdomains are being tracked, they should be added here.
● Define internal traffic: Add IP addresses to ensure your own site activity isn’t tracked.
● List unwanted referrals: Exclude domains or subdomains that should not reset a Session.
● Adjust session timeout: Lengthen or shorten how long a session lasts, depending on your specific needs.
● Collect Universal Analytics events: include event settings that were customized for Universal Analytics.



Event Customization
Transitioning to GA4

● Within the Google Analytics 4 interface, 
you can create new event parameter 
names and values. 

● You can also edit existing values to better 
suit your needs (or fix typos).

● We can see the results of Enhanced 
Measurement options shown in a previous 
configuration slide.



Event Customization
Transitioning to GA4

With this model, everything is an “event”...  

Individual Dimensions are no longer restricted to a 
pageview or the rigid Category-Action-Label structure.



Reports in GA4
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Overview
Reports

● The overview report showcases a 
snapshot of metrics that is noticeably 
different from Universal Analytics.

● Each widget has the ability to make minor 
changes to the Dimensions & Metrics.

● This page is really just used for general 
reporting, not analysis.

● Keep an eye out for anomalies in the 
trendline, spikes in Real Time traffic, or 
other standouts.

● Use the Insights widget as a diving board to 
drill deeper into your data.

Tactical Uses



Acquisition Overview
Reports

● Acquisition Reports are similar to 
Universal Analytics.

● UTM parameters are the same, with two 
additional parameters.

● Use this report to keep an eye out for 
anomalies or unexpected data points in your 
campaigns.

Tactical Uses



User Acquisition
Reports

● Drill down into specific User-level metrics 
and performance.

● We also see more graphic options and a 
detailed table of metrics.

● Quick glimpse into trends to immediately 
assess the impact of certain campaigns.

● Use the drop-down menu to change up the 
primary Dimensions.

Tactical Uses



Engagement Overview
Reports

● Trendlines and graphs should all look familiar, but  
there is one key metric missing: ‘Bounce Rate’ is 
no longer a metric in GA4.

○ We now get “Engaged Sessions”, which is 
essentially the inverse of ‘Bounce Rate’.

● Toggle between engagement metrics and 
correlate them to acquisition sources 
highlighted on the previous slide.

Tactical Uses



Events
Reports

● Much like the User Acquisition report, we 
see general graphs and a table of specific 
event metrics.

● Here we can see that Pageviews and 
Interactions are all unique events.

● A complete aggregation of events, so you 
will need to be very specific in the 
Dimentions (Event Name) that you are 
capturing.

○ This should be short, specific, 
understandable and searchable.

Tactical Uses



Events Drilldown
Reports

● Drilling down into specific event 
parameters showcases details for that 
parameter.

● We can also see Transaction ID as “(not 
set)”, which means the value wasn’t 
created correctly.

● Drilling into these reports provides very 
detailed results for events.

Tactical Uses



Conversions
Reports

● The conversion report also looks much 
different from Universal Analytics.

● Conversions are Success Events on your 
website. Just because GA4 makes it easy to 
enable Events as Conversions doesn’t make 
them a “success”.

● Be judicious but not too withholding when 
you determine what defines a “conversion.”

Tactical Uses



Conversions
Reports

● Conversions in this report refers to 
“purchase”, but this same information is 
available for any events marked as 
“conversion” in the Data Stream setup.

● No tactical uses beyond this reporting 
simply showcasing a trend overview and 
count of event metrics.

Tactical Uses



Pages & Screen Class
Reports

● A minor – but noticeable – difference in the Pages 
report is the default to Page Title. This can be 
toggled page to page like in Universal Analytics.

● This is due to the fact that GA4 can measure web 
and app data, so a “screenview” has a “pageview” 
equivalent.

● When Enhanced Measurement is enabled, 
we get Scroll Percentage data on individual 
pages/screens.

Tactical Uses



Monetization
Reports

● Ecommerce is now called “Monetization” as it 
now covers web + app tracking.

● This report also looks very different from 
Universal Analytics, but it showcases new 
metrics that weren’t previously prominent.

● Trends are the most prominent widget in 
this overview. Use the metric tabs at the top 
of each trendline to easily toggle between 
views.

●  Click “view items” to get detailed 
information for Ecommerce Purchases.

Tactical Uses



Ecommerce Purchases
Reports

● Drilling into purchases provides Product Detail 
that we are used to in Universal Analytics.

○ We see Item-specific metrics in a table 
and general trend lines.

○ We can also filter by Item Name.

● Due to the new data model, nearly all reports 
in GA4 will be unsampled. If sampling occurs, 
a free connection to Big Query allows for easy 
export into a different platform.

Tactical Uses



User Demographics
Reports

● GA4 provides the basic user metrics that are 
familiar from Universal Analytics.

● Geography Drilldown, languages, and 
demographic data (if enabled) are all 
showcased in the standard GA4 Overview 
layout.

● Enable Google Signals in the Data Stream 
Setup to measure Age, Gender, and 
Interests data garnered from third-party 
sites in Google’s network.

Tactical Uses



User Tech
Reports

● Again, there are familiar reports, such as User 
Browser, Platform, and Device Category that 
are now in GA4’s layout.

● Create Comparisons (icon in the top right 
corner) to differentiate Mobile vs Desktop, 
Chrome vs Safari, etc.

Tactical Uses



Model Comparison
Additional Analysis & Exploration

● GA4 takes Attribution Models to the next level.

● Data-Driven Attribution Models use AI 
algorithms to better understand traffic 
patterns and user behaviors. 

○ This is the first time that this model has 
been available to non-paying GA users.

● The Data Stream setup includes the ability to 
create custom data models, just like we can do 
in Universal Analytics.  

○ Compare DDAM to default models and 
see which gives better insight into your 
customer’s behaviors.

Tactical Uses



Explorations
Reports

● GA4 also includes a new Explorations feature.
○ This sections lets a user create highly 

customizable insights.

● Use the default templates to create your own 
Exploration before starting a customized 
version.

● Explorations are login-specific, so they cannot 
be shared across others in the account.

○ This may be a feature that changes in the 
future.

Tactical Uses



The Future
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Overview
The Future

● GA4 is going to be the only version of Google Analytics in July 2023.  
○ If you want to continue using Google Analytics for your sites, you must transition. 

■ If not, there are other similar options available, both paid and free. (i.e. Adobe, etc.)

● Regardless of current capabilities, it’s important to begin transitioning to GA4 as soon as possible.

● Code3 is prepared to continue being informed, trained and ready to assist in any GA4 transitions.



Make the Switch to GA4 
with Code3
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Use Google Analytics 4 data in Google Ads
Once your Google Analytics 4 property setup is complete, you can start viewing reports and using Analytics data in your Google Ads 
account. To take full advantage of all that GA4 has to offer, we will sign in to Google Ads and do at least one of the following:

● Import conversions (for bidding), making sure to remove any Universal Analytics goals from conversion settings in Google 
Ads to avoid duplicate conversions.

● Add Analytics audiences to a campaign or ad group (for remarketing).

Advanced setup needs (if applicable)
● For User-ID, Data Import, Measurement Protocol, BigQuery exports, and more.

Make the Switch with Code3 and Get More
BONUS: Code3 Migration Service



Preparation:
❏ 1. Consider account structure

 (Effort varies)

❏ 2. Create a Google Analytics 4 property
 (Low effort)

❏ 3. Create data stream(s)
 (Medium effort)

❏ 4. Enable data collection
 (Effort varies)

❏ 5. Activate Google Signals
(If applicable; low effort)
❏ Required for enhanced remarketing and reporting

❏ 6. Link to Google Ads
(If applicable; low effort)

❏ We’ll use the Google Ads links migration tool to recreate Universal 
Analytics links or create new Google Ads links

Make the Switch to GA4 with Code3
Code3 Migration Service

Migration:
❏ 7. Map Universal Analytics custom events to Google Analytics 4

(Effort varies)

❏ 8. Migrate Universal Analytics goals and conversions to Google 
Analytics 4
(Medium effort)

❏ 9. Validate and bid to conversions in Google Ads
(If applicable; medium effort)

❏ 10. Migrate audiences
(If applicable; medium effort)

❏ 11. Migrate ecommerce measurement
(If applicable; high effort)

❏ 12. Add users
(Effort varies)

❏ With the user migration tool or by adding users manually
❏ Note: Account users automatically have access. We only need to add 

UA property (or view) users directly to your new GA4 property.



GA4 MIGRATION OFFER  

ALL-INCLUSIVE COST = $15K 

CONTACT US TO START THE PROCESS TODAY

https://code3.com/contact


Thank you


